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Long story short

Mdust = 0.01Mgas

Mdust = 0.1Mgas

(Lin, 2019)



From dust to planets

μm grains 

mm-cm grains 

sticking 

km planetesimals

protoplanets

gravity

HOW? 
grains 

`

planetesimals

Dust-trapping by gas vortices (Barge 1995, Lyra & Lin, 2013)

Secular gravitational instabilities (Youdin 2011; Takahashi & Inutsuka, 2014)

Streaming instability (Youdin & Goodman, 2005)



Streaming instability

ρdust/ρgas

One-fluid model of dusty gas (Lin & Youdin, 2017)

PLUTO code



Side note: dust-free description of dusty gas

polytropic gas  
with dust

pure gas 
with cooling≈

(for small particles)
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(Lin & Youdin, 2017)



Planetesimal formation requires high dust-to-gas ratios

Dust poor

Dust rich

smaller particles

ਁ

(SI in viscous disks; two-fluid model; K. Chen & Lin, in prep.)

SI needs ρdust & ρgas for strong clumping (→ collapse into planetesimals)



Planetesimal formation requires high dust-to-gas ratios

ρd ∼ 0.01ρg in ISM ρd ∼ ρg for SI
HOW?



Dust settling?

Yes... if the disk is laminar



Hydrodynamic turbulence in protoplanetary disks
Zombie vortex instability (Marcus et al., 2015)

Convective overstability (Klahr & Hubbard, 2014)

Vertical shear instability (Nelson et al., 2013)

I ∂Ω
∂z

6= 0 + rapid cooling ⇒ unstable

Ω = ΩKep(R) + Ωcorr(R, z)

What happens to dust?



Lifting dust particles by the VSI

Lin (2019), one-fluid approximation
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Effect of particle size

100μm particles

1mm particles

Small particles remain well-mixed with gas: no settling



Classic picture: passive particles

large particles and/or weak turbulence dust settles

small particles and/or strong turbulence dust lofted

What about particle feedback and solid abundance?



Effect of metallicity (Σdust/Σgas)

Mdust = 0.01Mgas

Mdust = 0.1Mgas

Lin (2019), one-fluid approx.

Dust-loading → buoyancy → stabilizes VSI



Effect of metallicity (Σdust/Σgas)

Lin (2019), one-fluid approx.

More dust settles to thinner layers



Effect of metallicity (Σdust/Σgas)

Lin (2019), one-fluid approx.

Self-stabilized dust layer, similar to ‘dead zones’



Active dust settling in turbulent disks

dust settles

induces buoyancy

weakens turbulence

increase particle size decrease vert. shear

increase metallicity

particle back-reaction stabilize VSI

Settling via dust-loading: Σdust & (Hgas/R)Σgas

Dust rings should be thinner than dust gaps



Full two-fluid treatment with FARGO3D

Mdust = 0.01Mgas

Mdust = 0.05Mgas



Full two-fluid treatment with FARGO3D

Mdust = 0.01Mgas

Mdust = 0.05Mgas

protoplanet

How do planets interact with dusty disks?



Dusty disk-planet interactions

Disk material exerts a gravitational force on the planet → torques

What happens in dusty disks?



Torque oscillations in dust-rich disks

Σdust = 0.5Σgas (2D disks)
One-fluid approximation to treat dust using PLUTO code

(J.-W. Chen & Lin, 2018)

Top: zero particle size (Stokes number → 0)

Bottom: finite particle size (Stokes number∼ 10−3)
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Full two-fluid treament with FARGO3D

Credit: He-Feng Hsieh (NTHU)

Planet fixed on a circular orbit; just measure torques



(Non-)migrating planets in dust-rich disks

Credit: He-Feng Hsieh (NTHU)

Planet allowed to move, using FARGO3D



Planet-induced rings

What happens in 3D?



2019 ASIAA Summer Student Program
Full 3D disk-planet simulations (Jiaqing Bi & Robin Dong, UVic)

Axisymmetric disk-planet simulations (Simin Tong, Jilin University)

Is dust settling compatible with gap opening?



2019 ASIAA Summer Student Program
Full 3D disk-planet simulations (Jiaqing Bi & Robin Dong, UVic)

Axisymmetric disk-planet simulations (Simin Tong, Jilin University)

No settling at gap edges??



Summary

Dust is fundamental to planet formation and evolution

A simple model for dust-gas dynamics (Lin & Youdin, 2017)

Dust settling depends on solid abundance (Lin, 2019)

Oscillitory torques affect planet migration in dusty disks (Chen & Lin, 2018)



Other topics

Vortices in protoplanetary disks

Vortices in 3D self-gravitating disks (Lin & Pierens, 2018)

Vortices in massive, non-isothermal disks (Pierens & Lin, 2018)

Observational implications (Hammer, Pinilla, Kratter & Lin, 2019)

Ongoing

‘Streaming instability’ in global 2D disks,
with Sayantan Auddy (ASIAA)

Streaming instability with particle diffusion and non-linear drag laws,
with Kan Chen (Nanjing University)

Stability of stratified, dusty disks,
with Jack Ng (NTU) and Pingao Gu (ASIAA)

VSI turbulence and self-gravity,
with Wei-Ting Liao (UIUC) and Hsi-Yu Schive (NTU)

Planet-induced dusty vortex instabilities,
with Arnaud Pierens (Bordeaux)
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